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I do not base any judgments as to the rise and fall of
civilizations on the character of the geometric art-style itself,
as contrasted with the naturalistic rendering of flowers, shells,
butterflies, and sea-creatures, in the Cretan palace-style or
the Middle Minoan. Thirty years ago it was fashionable to
do so ; but the aesthetic are the most purely subjective of
all our judgments (hence the peculiar venom of artistic
controversy) and a generation like our own, which is redis-
covering the merits of Byzantine art and which not infre-
quently depreciates Praxiteles, may well find something to
say for geometric formalism as compared with the naturalism,
be it never so charming, of the earlier style.
The geometric style has been variously and perversely
ascribed to the barbarous Dorian invaders of the Aegean
world, and to the sheer incompetence of a barbarous age.
The latter judgment has been long recognized as very super-
ficial. One has only to look at the lines and follow out the
pattern on one of the fine vases from the Dipylon cemetery
at Athens to realize that the painter was extremely com-
petent. He could carry in his head a most elaborate and
detailed plan, and what the artist intended, that the hand
and brush performed. Only his intentions were not what
ours would have been. His theory of art, which it is not
likely that he formulated in words, might be described as
expressionist, in contrast to impressionist. He does not
paint what the subject looks like, the impression it gives us,
from one point of view ; he paints something that represents
it as it is. If he were asked whether men's noses are really
as long as that in proportion to their heads, or their waists
and knees so thin in proportion to their thighs and shoulders,
he might answer, " No—but could you mistake them for
anything else ? And if not, what is the trouble ? " In like
manner, if he is painting a funeral procession—as he
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